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Executive summary 

Whether performing a technology refresh, changing a storage platform, or 
relocating a data center, migrating data is one of the largest challenges faced by 
IT professionals.  The challenge becomes greater when paired with the need to 
minimize the downtime in an environment of ever-increasing demand on the 
uptime of applications. 

An EMC application that can help alleviate this pressure is EMC® Open 
Replicator for Symmetrix® (referred to as Open Replicator from this point 
forward).  Open Replicator is a software application that is installed on a 
Symmetrix DMX™ system and can be used to move information over the 
storage area network (SAN), regardless of the host operating system or 
application. This is valuable for content distribution, vaulting for offsite 
protection, moving applications, or supporting application data to distributed 
environments to aid in performance.  Open Replicator for Symmetrix can move 
and copy data within a single Symmetrix system, between Symmetrix systems, 
between CLARiiON® and Symmetrix systems, and even among other vendors’ 
arrays.  

Open Replicator for Symmetrix is an open systems product with many 
advanced features not found in any other array-based replication product. It 
supports up to 16 copies from a single source — copies that can be transferred 
with incremental updates to any qualified remote array—and up to 512 
concurrent sessions at a time.  Also, Open Replicator supports numerous 
configuration options from point-in-time pushes from live source volumes or 
static BCVs to pulling live or static BCV data from other arrays.  

Introduction 

One of the greatest challenges when deploying new storage is the migration of 
data from existing to new storage  arrays.  This can be a very disruptive process 
requiring a significant amount of application downtime.  As application uptime 
demands increase it is necessary to minimize the number and the duration of 
any such disruptions. 
 
Migration of a Microsoft Cluster Server (MSCS) from one storage array to 
another can provide challenges resulting in a longer than necessary disruption 
during the migration.  In an MSCS environment, devices under cluster control 
have SCSI reservation set.  Because of this, Open Replicator, when creating a 
pull or push session, is denied access to the remote devices as the storage array 
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respects the SCSI reservation. This causes Open Replicator to not discover the 
remote devices successfully and as such the copy session will not be started. 
Previously, the MSCS environment would need to be shut down, releasing the 
device SCSI reservations, in order for the SAN configuration for the Open 
Replicator migration to be validated. Elongated downtimes could then be 
experienced if the SAN configuration was discovered to be incorrect during 
remote device discovery.  Tools now exist to enable the validation of the SAN 
configuration prior to starting the migration, leading to less downtime for the 
application/servers being migrated. 
 
This technical note describes the best practices for migrating Microsoft Cluster 
Server environments to a DMX storage array using EMC Open Replicator. It 
includes the following topics: 
 
• Open Replicator functionality included in EMC Solutions Enabler 
• Open Replicator ONLINE PULL migration 
• Validation of SAN configuration prior to executing migration 

Audience 

The target audience of this document is Microsoft Cluster and system 
administrators, storage administrators, and implementation specialists 
responsible for the migration of Microsoft Cluster resources to a DMX storage 
array.  It is assumed that the reader is already familiar with Microsoft Cluster 
Server, basic Windows system administration, and EMC products used for 
storage configuration. 
 

Open Replicator overview 

EMC Open Replicator for Symmetrix enables remote point-in-time copies to be 
used for data mobility, remote vaulting, and migration between EMC 
Symmetrix DMX and qualified storage arrays with full or incremental copy 
capabilities.  Open Replicator can:  
 
• Pull from source volumes on qualified remote arrays to a Symmetrix DMX 

volume 
• Push any live source Symmetrix DMX volume to a target volume on a 

qualified array with incremental updates 
• Perform online data migrations from qualified storage to Symmetrix DMX 

with minimal disruption to host applications 
 

The Symmetrix DMX, where Open Replicator is being managed, and its  
devices are always referred to as the control side of the copy operation. Other 
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Symmetrix arrays, CLARiiON arrays, or third-party arrays on the SAN will 
always be referred to as the remote array/devices. 
 
Open Replicator has two modes of operation – cold (offline) and hot (online).  
Online or offline refers to the state to the Symmetrix DMX resident devices 
(control devices).  In both scenarios, the remote devices should be offline to the 
host connected to the remote array 
 
Open Replicator supports two types of copy operations - push and pull. A push 
operation copies data from the control device to the remote device. A pull 
operation copies data to the control device from the remote device. 
 
Let’s take a moment to discuss the various deployment options for Open 
Replicator for Symmetrix.  First, Open Replicator can push data volumes out 
from a Symmetrix—either in a live mode (hot) or from a static copy or source 
volume (cold). For a live push, no local point-in-time copies of the volumes are 
required: The Symmetrix creates logical point-in-time copies without having to 
allocate additional disk space, and I/O is permitted against the source volume 
during the transfer. For cold push, up to 16 remote copies of the local volume 
can be made, and those remote copies can be incrementally updated. 
 
In pull operations, the Symmetrix volume can again be in a live state during the 
copy process, which makes either restoring remotely vaulted volumes or 
migrating from other storage platforms very fast and efficient. The local hosts 
and applications can begin to access the data as soon as the session begins, even 
before the data copy process has completed. A process referred to as “Copy on 
First Access” is used to ensure the appropriate data is available to a host 
operation when it is needed.  Of course, you can also copy in cold mode to a 
static Symmetrix DMX volume. 
 
To protect against potential data loss due to a SAN failure or other connectivity 
issue during a hot pull operation, the –donor_update option can be used. 
When enabled, the donor update feature enables arrays to propagate (update) 
writes to the local device back to the remote device (donor) as data is being 
pulled from the remote device. When enabled, donor update ensures consistent 
data between the local and remote device. As a result, no new data written to 
the local device will be lost if an Open Replicator session has to be restarted 
before completing.  
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Microsoft Cluster Server overview 

Microsoft Cluster Server (MSCS) is the Microsoft clustering solution for 
Windows servers.  Each cluster is made up of multiple nodes with access to  
the same storage objects.  Storage objects are physical disks configured to be 
accessible by all the nodes in the cluster.  The cluster servers use a shared 
storage architecture to allow ownership of storage objects to be moved from 
one node to another.  
 
In order to avoid file system corruption, the cluster disk driver ensures that 
only the node that owns the physical disk or storage object is able to perform 
I/O to that storage object.   
 
To manage this ownership, Microsoft Cluster Servers use SCSI reservations.  
The SCSI reservation can either be persistent (SPC-3) or reserve/release (SPC-
2).  In either case, only the node that has requested the reservation can access 
the storage object. Other nodes within the cluster, or hosts outside the cluster, 
are unable to access those physical disks.  
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Migrating MSCS using Open Replicator hot pull 

The following example shows an online data migration of an Open 
Replicator hot pull from a remote Symmetrix DMX-1000 array 
(000187900671) to a Symmetrix DMX-4 array (000190102000).  Microsoft 
Cluster Server is part of the environment, configured as a two-node 
cluster (nodes LICOC224 and LICOC225).  The example performs Open 
Replicator operations from a control host connected to the DMX-4. It 
performs operations that affect the remote devices on a cluster server 
connected to the remote array. 

Determine the configuration of the cluster to be migrated 

1. Identify the nodes configured in the cluster 

In Cluster Administrator, determine the existing members of the cluster 
and resources owned by each node. 

2. Identify the devices to be migrated, as well as the device World 
Wide Names (WWNs) 

From one of the cluster nodes, use inq to determine the WWNs of the 
devices visible to the node. 

 

C:\>inq -sym_wwn 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Symmetrix Device    Symm Serial #  Device # WWN 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
\\.\PHYSICALDRIVE1  000187900671   001EB    6006048000018790067153594d314542 
\\.\PHYSICALDRIVE2  000187900671   001EC    6006048000018790067153594d314543 
\\.\PHYSICALDRIVE3  000187900671   001ED    6006048000018790067153594d314544 
\\.\PHYSICALDRIVE4  000187900671   001EE    6006048000018790067153594d314545 

 

Note: If the remote (source) array is a CLARiiON, the –clar_wwn option 
can be used with inq to determine the device WWNs. 

Run inq –help to see additional options for third-party storage. 

 

3. Identify the director ports the devices are mapped to in the remote 
(source) array 

The symdev list –multiport command can be run from a control 
host connected to the remote (source) array. 
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C:\>symdev list -range 1EB:1EE -sid 0671 –multiport 
 
Symmetrix ID: 000187900671 
                      M U L T I - P O R T      D E V I C E S 
 
    Device Name           Directors                   Device 
----------------------- ------------- ------------------------------------- 
                                                                       Cap 
Physical            Sym SA :P DA :IT  Config        Attribute    Sts   (MB) 
----------------------- ------------- ------------------------------------- 
                   01EB       16A:C7  2-Way Mir     N/Grp'd      RW    4315 
Not Visible           - 01C:1      -  -             -            -        - 
Not Visible           - 16C:0      -  -             -            -        - 
                   0E19       15B:CB  2-Way Mir     N/Grp'd      RW    4315 
Not Visible           - 01C:1      -  -             -            -        - 
Not Visible           - 16C:0      -  -             -            -        - 
                   0E1A       16B:C6  2-Way Mir     N/Grp'd      RW    4315 
Not Visible           - 01C:1      -  -             -            -        - 
Not Visible           - 16C:0      -  -             -            -        - 
                   0E1B       15A:CA  2-Way Mir     N/Grp'd      RW    4315 
Not Visible           - 01C:1      -  -             -            -        - 
Not Visible           - 16C:0      -  -             -            -        - 

 

Note: If the remote array is a CLARiiON, Navisphere® Manager can be 
used to determine which SPs the storage group containing the source 
LUNS is assigned to.  

Configure the SAN for migration 

4. Configure the control (target) devices on the target Symmetrix DMX-4 
storage array 

 
Identify the storage devices that will be used in the target Symmetrix DMX-4 
and map them to the appropriate front-end adapters (FAs) 
 
The control (target) devices in Symmetrix DMX-4 (000190102000) are E18:E1B, 
and are mapped to FA director ports 7A:0 and 10A:1.  The source devices in 
Symmetrix DMX-1000 (000187900671) are 1EB:1EE and are mapped to FA 
director ports 1C:1 and 16C:0.    

 
5. Configure the Fibre Channel switch such that the target Symmetrix DMX-4 

storage array is zoned to the remote (source) Symmetrix DMX-1000 
 
Zone the FAs in the target Symmetrix DMX-4 to the front-end adapters in the 
source array.  For the purposes of a hot pull, all ports on the control array that 
the control (target) devices are mapped to must have access to the remote 
(source) devices. 
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Symmetrix 2000 FAs 7A:0 and 10A:1 should each be zoned to Symmetrix 0671 
FAs 1C:1 and 16C:0, respectively. Figure 1 has more details. 
 
Note: If the remote array is a CLARiiON, then all FAs that the target 
devices in the control (target) Symmetrix DMX are mapped to should be 
zoned to both SP-A and SP-B on the CLARiiON. 

 

 
Figure 1. SAN configuration 

 
6. Assign devices on the remote (source) Symmetrix DMX-1000 to the control 

(target) Symmetrix DMX-4 storage array 
 
Treat the FAs in the control (target) Symmetrix DMX-4 as host initiators and 
grant access to the source devices in the remote array to the FAs. 
 
The WWNs of the control FAs can be determined by running the following 
command on a control host connected to the control Symmetrix DMX-4. 
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# symcfg list -FA all -sid 2000 
 
Symmetrix ID: 000190102000 
 
           S Y M M E T R I X    F I B R E   D I R E C T O R S 
 
    Dir    Port  WWN               VCM      Volume Set   Pnt to Pnt 
                                   Enabled  Addressing 
 
    … 
    FA-7A   0    50060482D52E7C06  Yes      No           Yes 
    … 
    FA-10A  1    50060482D52E7C29  Yes      No           Yes 
    … 

 
As the remote (source) array is a Symmetrix DMX-1000, this is performed by 
using the SYMCLI symmask command to modify the VCMDB. 
 
The remote (source) devices need to be assigned (masked) to FAs 7A:0 
and 10A:1 on the control (target) Symmetrix DMX-4 on FAs 1C:1 and 
16C:0 respectively in the remote (source) Symmetrix. 
 

C:\> symmask -sid 0671 -wwn 50060482D52E7C06 -dir 1c -p 1 add devs 1eb:1ee 
 
C:\> symmask -sid 0671 -wwn 50060482d52e7c29 -dir 16c -p 0 add devs 1eb:1ee 
 
C:\> symmask –sid 0671 refresh 
 

 
7. Configure the Fibre Channel switch such that the cluster nodes being 

migrated are zoned to the control (target) Symmetrix DMX-4 storage array 
 
Zone the HBAs in the cluster nodes to the FAs the target devices are mapped  
to in the target Symmetrix DMX-4. 
 
Note: At this time, do not grant the cluster nodes access to the target 
devices.  This will be performed in a later step. 
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Validate SAN configuration 

Prior to Solutions Enabler 6.4.2, the only way to validate the SAN configuration 
for Open Replicator was to create an Open Replicator session.  In the case of 
migrating a Microsoft Cluster, this required the cluster to be shut down as the 
symrcopy create command would fail due to the presence of SCSI 
reservations on the cluster devices. 
 
Solutions Enabler 6.4.2 introduced a new SYMCLI command, symsan.  This 
new command allows the user to validate both the remote ports and remote 
devices visible to the FA director ports in the control Symmetrix.  Use of this 
command requires that the control Symmetrix DMX-4 (system hosting the 
Open Replicator software) be at Enginuity™ level of 5772.83.75 or later. 
 
8. Verify that the FAs in the control (target) Symmetrix DMX-4 have visibility 

to the FAs in the remote (source) Symmetrix DMX-1000  
 
In the case of this example, verify that FAs 1C:1 and 16C:0 in Symmetrix 0671 
are visible to both FAs 7A:0 and 10A:1 in Symmetrix 2000, respectively.  

 
C:\>symsan list -sid 2000 -sanports -dir 7a -p 0 
 
Symmetrix ID: 000190102000 
 
      Flags                                Num 
DIR:P   I   Vendor        Array            LUNs Remote Port WWN 
----- ----- ------------- ---------------- ---- --------------------------- 
07A:0   .   EMC Symmetrix 000187900671        4 5006048ACCC8BFE0 
 
Legend: 
 Flags: (I)ncomplete : X = record is incomplete, . = record is complete. 
 
C:\>symsan list -sid 2000 -sanports -dir 10a -p 1 
 
Symmetrix ID: 000190102000 
 
      Flags                                Num 
DIR:P   I   Vendor        Array            LUNs Remote Port WWN 
----- ----- ------------- ---------------- ---- --------------------------- 
10A:1   .   EMC Symmetrix 000187900671        4 5006048ACCC8BFCF 
 
Legend: 
 Flags: (I)ncomplete : X = record is incomplete, . = record is complete. 
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9. Verify that the WWNs of the devices visible on the remote FAs are those of 
the devices to be migrated 

 
Using the remote port WWN determined in step 8, symsan can be used to 
determine the device WWNs visible behind the remote port to the control FAs.  
The LUN WWN shown in these outputs should be the same as those seen in 
the inq output in step 2.  
 

C:\> symsan list -sid 2000 -sanluns -wwn 5006048ACCC8BFE0 -dir 7a -p 0 
 
Symmetrix ID:      000190102000 
Remote Port WWN:   5006048ACCC8BFE0 
 
      ST 
       A 
       T Flags Block   Capacity   LUN   Dev  LUN 
DIR:P  E  ICRT Size      (MB)     Num   Num  WWN 
----- -- ----- ----- ---------- ----- ----- -------------------------------- 
07A:0 --  X.X.   N/A        N/A    28   N/A 6006048000018790067153594D314542 
07A:0 --  X.X.   N/A        N/A    29   N/A 6006048000018790067153594D314543 
07A:0 --  X.X.   N/A        N/A    30   N/A 6006048000018790067153594D314544 
07A:0 --  X.X.   N/A        N/A    31   N/A 6006048000018790067153594D314545 
 
Legend: 
 Flags: (I)ncomplete : X = record is incomplete, . = record is complete. 
        (C)ontroller : X = record is controller, . = record is not controller. 
        (R)eserved   : X = record is reserved, . = record is not reserved. 
        (T)ype       : A = AS400, F = FBA, C = CKD, . = Unknown 
 
 
C:\> symsan list -sid 2000 -sanluns -wwn 5006048ACCC8BFCF -dir 10a -p 1 
 
Symmetrix ID:      000190102000 
Remote Port WWN:   5006048ACCC8BFCF 
 
      ST 
       A 
       T Flags Block   Capacity   LUN   Dev  LUN 
DIR:P  E  ICRT Size      (MB)     Num   Num  WWN 
----- -- ----- ----- ---------- ----- ----- -------------------------------- 
10A:1 --  X.X.   N/A        N/A    28   N/A 6006048000018790067153594D314542 
10A:1 --  X.X.   N/A        N/A    29   N/A 6006048000018790067153594D314543 
10A:1 --  X.X.   N/A        N/A    30   N/A 6006048000018790067153594D314544 
10A:1 --  X.X.   N/A        N/A    31   N/A 6006048000018790067153594D314545 
 
Legend: 
 Flags: (I)ncomplete : X = record is incomplete, . = record is complete. 
        (C)ontroller : X = record is controller, . = record is not controller. 
        (R)eserved   : X = record is reserved, . = record is not reserved. 
        (T)ype       : A = AS400, F = FBA, C = CKD, . = Unknown 
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Note: The device records appear incomplete due to the SCSI reservations 
placed upon the devices by the cluster software. 

 

Prepare the cluster for migration 

When performing a hot online pull migration using Open Replicator, the 
remote (source) disks must not have any active I/O during the migration.  The 
control Symmetrix DMX-4 has no mechanism to detect changes to the data on 
the remote array and so could potentially retrieve inconsistent data from the 
remote devices.  Therefore, all applications running on the cluster nodes that 
will be part of the migration should be shut down prior to starting the 
migration. 
 
 
10. Take offline each Cluster Resource, except for Cluster Group, using the 

Cluster Administrator 
 
Using Cluster Administrator, take each Cluster Resource offline.  Right-click on 
each cluster resource and select Take Offline, as shown in Figure 2.  This will 
also have the effect of stopping any applications running on the cluster that are 
dependent on cluster resources. 
 

 

Figure 2. Cluster Administrator 
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Once all applications involved in the migration have been shut down, then all 
MSCS resources should be moved to a single node in the cluster. 
 
11. Determine the node to which all resources will be moved  
In this example, all cluster resources will be moved to LICOC225.   
 
To move a resource to another node, using Cluster Administrator, right-click 
on the group resource to be moved and select Move Group, as shown in  
Figure 3. 
 

 

Figure 3. Cluster Administrator 

In a two-node cluster, the group resource will automatically be moved to the 
other node.  If the cluster has more than two nodes you will be prompted to 
select the node to move the resource to.  Select the node to own all cluster 
resources. 
 
12. When all resources have been moved to a single node, set the Cluster 

Service to start manually on all nodes in the cluster   
 
Launch Control Panel and select Administrative Tools > Services.  Right-click 
on Cluster Service in the list of services and select Properties, as shown in 
Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. Services panel 

On the Properties screen, set the Startup type to Manual and click OK, as 
shown in Figure 5. 

 

 

Figure 5. Cluster Service Properties 
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13. Shut down and power off all non-resource-owning nodes in the cluster 
 
By powering off these nodes, inadvertent failover of resources is avoided. 

 
14. Shut down and power off the cluster owning node 
 
Powering off the last node of the cluster will allow the new devices in the  
target (control) Symmetrix DMX-4 to be discovered after the migration has 
been started and the node has been powered back on. 
 
Optional: Prior to shutting down the cluster owning node, the clusdisk driver 
can also be disabled. This allows for the verification of data on the target 
devices prior to having to restart the cluster service in step 22. If the clusdisk 
driver is not disabled, it is also possible to verify the data after restarting the 
cluster service. 

Reconfigure device assignments 

 
15. Unassign the remote (source) devices from all cluster node HBAs 
 
As the remote (source) array is a Symmetrix DMX-1000, this should be done by 
modifying the VCMDB via the SYMCLI symmask command.  
 

C:\> symmask –sid 0671 -wwn 10000000C9256128 –dir 1C -p 1 remove dev 1EB:1EE 
 
C:\> symmask –sid 0671 -wwn 10000000C925627A –dir 16C -p 0 remove dev 1EB:1EE 
 
C:\> symmask –sid 0671 refresh 

 
Important: Performing this step will prevent duplicate disks being visible 
to the cluster nodes when they are brought back online. 
 
If the remote (source) array were a CLARiiON, the source volumes would be 
unassigned using Access Logix in Navisphere Manager. 
 
16. Grant access for the cluster node HBAs to the control (target) devices in  

the target Symmetrix DMX-4.  
 
Modify the VCMDB of the control (target) array using the SYMCLI symmask 
command.   

 
C:\> symmask –sid 2000 -wwn 10000000C9256128 -dir 7A -p 0 add dev E18:E1B 
 
C:\> symmask –sid 2000 -wwn 10000000C925627A –dir 10A -p 1 add dev 1EB:1EE 
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C:\> symmask –sid 2000 refresh 
 
Alternatively, Symmetrix Management Console or EMC ControlCenter® may 
be used to reassign the devices. 

Begin the data transfer 

Once the device reassignments have been performed, the Open Replicator 
session can be created from the Solutions Enabler control host.  
 
17. Create a device file containing the target (control) devices and the remote 

(source) devices 
 

C:\> type or_pairs.txt 
 
symdev=000190102000:E18 6006048000018790067153594D314542 
symdev=000190102000:E19 6006048000018790067153594D314543 
symdev=000190102000:E1A 6006048000018790067153594D314544 
symdev=000190102000:E1B 6006048000018790067153594D314545 

 
 
18. Create the Open Replicator copy session   
 

C:\> symrcopy –f or_pairs.txt create –copy –hot –pull –donor_update 
 
Execute 'Create' operation for the 4 specified devices 
in device file 'or_pairs.txt' (y/[n]) ? y 
 
'Create' operation execution is in progress for the device list 
in device file 'or_pairs.txt'. Please wait... 
 
'Create' operation successfully executed for the device list 
in device file 'or_pairs.txt'. 

 
The –copy option will start the data transfer when the session is activated.   
The –hot option means the target (control) devices are online to the host 
during the data transfer.   
The –pull option indicates that the data is being copied from remote array to 
the control array.   
The –donor_update option indicates that all writes to the control device from 
the host will also be copied to the remote device.  This protects against 
potential data loss that can be caused by the failure of an Open Replicator 
session during the migration process.  This can occur, for example, due to 
failures in the SAN. 
 
19. Query the session to ensure that all pairs have been successfully created 
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C:\> symrcopy -f or_pairs.txt query 
 
Device File Name      : or_pairs.txt 
 
       Control Device                  Remote Device             Flags     Status     Done 
---------------------------- ----------------------------------- ----- -------------- ---- 
                   Protected 
SID:symdev         Tracks    Identification                   RI CDSHU  CTL <=> REM    (%) 
------------------ --------- -------------------------------- -- ----- -------------- ---- 
000190102000:0E18      69045 6006048000018790067153594D314542 SW X..XX Created         N/A 
000190102000:0E19      69045 6006048000018790067153594D314543 SW X..XX Created         N/A 
000190102000:0E1A      69045 6006048000018790067153594D314544 SW X..XX Created         N/A 
000190102000:0E1B      69045 6006048000018790067153594D314545 SW X..XX Created         N/A 
 
Total              --------- 
  Track(s)            276180 
  MB(s)              17261.2 
 
Legend: 
R:  (Remote Device Vendor Identification) 
  S = Symmetrix, C = Clariion, . = Unknown. 
 
I:  (Remote Device Specification Identifier) 
  D = Device Name, W = LUN WWN, World Wide Name. 
 
Flags: 
(C): X = The background copy setting is active for this pair. 
     . = The background copy setting is not active for this pair. 
(D): X = The session is a differential copy session. 
     . = The session is not a differential copy session. 
(S): X = The session is pushing data to the remote device(s). 
     . = The session is pulling data from the remote device(s). 
(H): X = The session is a hot copy session. 
     . = The session is a cold copy session. 
(U): X = The session has donor update enabled. 
     . = The session does not have donor update enabled. 

 
 
20. Activate the Open Replicator session 
 
To start the data transfer from the remote (source) devices to the control  
(target) devices the Open Replicator session is activated from the control host.   
 
 

C:\> symrcopy –f or_pairs.txt activate 
 
Execute 'Activate' operation for the 4 specified devices 
in device file 'or_pairs.txt' (y/[n]) ? y 
 
'Activate' operation execution is in progress for the device list 
in device file 'or_devs.txt'. Please wait... 
 
'Activate' operation successfully executed for the device list 
in device file 'or_devs.txt'. 
 
 
C:\> symrcopy –f or_pairs.txt query 
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Device File Name      : or_pairs.txt 
 
       Control Device                  Remote Device             Flags     Status     Done 
---------------------------- ----------------------------------- ----- -------------- ---- 
                   Protected 
SID:symdev         Tracks    Identification                   RI CDSHU  CTL <=> REM    (%) 
------------------ --------- -------------------------------- -- ----- -------------- ---- 
000190102000:0E18      68512 6006048000018790067153594D314542 SW X..XX CopyInProg        0 
000190102000:0E19      68511 6006048000018790067153594D314543 SW X..XX CopyInProg        0 
000190102000:0E1A      68511 6006048000018790067153594D314544 SW X..XX CopyInProg        0 
000190102000:0E1B      68513 6006048000018790067153594D314545 SW X..XX CopyInProg        0 
 
Total              --------- 
  Track(s)            274047 
  MB(s)              17127.9 
 
Legend: 
R:  (Remote Device Vendor Identification) 
  S = Symmetrix, C = Clariion, . = Unknown. 
 
I:  (Remote Device Specification Identifier) 
  D = Device Name, W = LUN WWN, World Wide Name. 
 
Flags: 
(C): X = The background copy setting is active for this pair. 
     . = The background copy setting is not active for this pair. 
(D): X = The session is a differential copy session. 
     . = The session is not a differential copy session. 
(S): X = The session is pushing data to the remote device(s). 
     . = The session is pulling data from the remote device(s). 
(H): X = The session is a hot copy session. 
     . = The session is a cold copy session. 
(U): X = The session has donor update enabled. 
     . = The session does not have donor update enabled. 

Restart the cluster 

Now that data is being copied from the source devices to the target, the cluster 
nodes can be restarted.   
 
21. Power on the cluster node that owned all the resources prior to the cluster 

being shut down.  
 
Check to make sure that the host sees all the correct control (target) devices.  
This can be done by running inq or syminq on the cluster node. 
 

C:\>inq 
Inquiry utility, Version V7.3-771 (Rev 0.0)  (SIL Version V6.3.0.0 (Edit Level 771) 
Copyright (C) by EMC Corporation, all rights reserved. 
For help type inq -h. 
..... 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
DEVICE             :VEND    :PROD           :REV   :SER NUM    :CAP(kb) 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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\\.\PHYSICALDRIVE1 :EMC     :SYMMETRIX      :5772  :0000042000 :       92160 
\\.\PHYSICALDRIVE2 :EMC     :SYMMETRIX      :5772  :0000e18000 :     4418880 
\\.\PHYSICALDRIVE3 :EMC     :SYMMETRIX      :5772  :0000e19000 :     4418880 
\\.\PHYSICALDRIVE4 :EMC     :SYMMETRIX      :5772  :0000e1a000 :     4418880 
\\.\PHYSICALDRIVE5 :EMC     :SYMMETRIX      :5772  :0000e1b000 :     4418880 

 
Note: Due to cluster resources being taken offline prior to the migration, 
it may be possible that some devices do not display correctly in inq.  In 
that situation, PowerPath®, if installed, can be used to verify all devices 
are present. 
 
22. After confirming all devices are visible to the host, restart the cluster 

service on the node.  
 
Optional: If the clusdisk driver was disabled as part of step 14 then it needs to 
be enabled prior to restarting the Cluster Service. This will require an 
additional reboot of the server. 
  
Launch Control Panel and select Administrative Tools > Services.  Right-click 
on Cluster Service in the list of services and select Start, as shown in Figure 6. 
 

 

Figure 6. Services Panel 
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23. Bring the cluster resources back online 
 
After the Cluster Service has restarted successfully, launch Cluster 
Administrator, and bring each Cluster Resource back online (Figure 7).  This 
will also restart the applications dependent on cluster resources. 
 

 

Figure 7. Cluster Administrator 

 
24. Power on the remaining nodes of the cluster 
 
Repeat the tasks of confirming the availability of the target devices and 
restarting the cluster service for each additional node in the cluster. 
 
25. Set the Cluster Service to start automatically on each cluster node 

 
Launch Control Panel and select Administrative Tools > Services.  Right-click 
on Cluster Service in the list of services and select Properties, as shown in 
Figure 8. 
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Figure 8. Services Panel 

 
On the Properties screen, set Startup type to Automatic and click OK, as  
shown in Figure 9. 
 

 

Figure 9. Cluster Service Properties 
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Once it has been confirmed that all nodes of the cluster are up and running 
successfully, cluster resources can now be moved back to the appropriate 
nodes. 
 

Complete the data migration 

 
26. Monitor the Open Replicator session to ensure that all data is transferred 

successfully.  
 

 
 

C:\> symrcopy –f or_pairs.txt query 
 
 
Device File Name      : or_pairs.txt 
 
       Control Device                  Remote Device             Flags     Status     Done 
---------------------------- ----------------------------------- ----- -------------- ---- 
                   Protected 
SID:symdev         Tracks    Identification                   RI CDSHU  CTL <=> REM    (%) 
------------------ --------- -------------------------------- -- ----- -------------- ---- 
000190102000:0E18          0 6006048000018790067153594D314542 SW X..XX Copied          100 
000190102000:0E19          0 6006048000018790067153594D314543 SW X..XX Copied          100 
000190102000:0E1A          0 6006048000018790067153594D314544 SW X..XX Copied          100 
000190102000:0E1B          0 6006048000018790067153594D314545 SW X..XX Copied          100 
 
Total              --------- 
  Track(s)                 0 
  MB(s)                  0.0 
 
Legend: 
R:  (Remote Device Vendor Identification) 
  S = Symmetrix, C = Clariion, . = Unknown. 
 
I:  (Remote Device Specification Identifier) 
  D = Device Name, W = LUN WWN, World Wide Name. 
 
Flags: 
(C): X = The background copy setting is active for this pair. 
     . = The background copy setting is not active for this pair. 
(D): X = The session is a differential copy session. 
     . = The session is not a differential copy session. 
(S): X = The session is pushing data to the remote device(s). 
     . = The session is pulling data from the remote device(s). 
(H): X = The session is a hot copy session. 
     . = The session is a cold copy session. 
(U): X = The session has donor update enabled. 
     . = The session does not have donor update enabled. (U): X = The session has donor update 
enabled. 
     . = The session does not have donor update enabled. 
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27. Terminate the Open Replicator session 
 
Once the query shows data 100% copied for each device pair, the session can  
be safely terminated. 
 
 

C:\> symrcopy –f or_pairs.txt terminate 
 
Execute 'Terminate' operation for the 4 specified devices 
in device file 'or_pairs.txt' (y/[n]) ? y 
 
'Terminate' operation execution is in progress for the device list 
in device file 'or_devs.txt'. Please wait... 
 
'Terminate' operation successfully executed for the device list 
in device file 'or_devs.txt'. 
 
 
 
C:\> symrcopy -f or_pairs.txt query 
 
The device list in device file 'or_pairs.txt' does not have any session 
information. 

 
 
 
28. The migration has now been completed successfully 
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Conclusion 

This technical note provided an overview of EMC Open Replicator and 
Microsoft Cluster Server.  It also described an example of migrating a Microsoft 
Cluster Server from one storage array to another using Open Replicator, 
including the process to configure and validate the SAN.   
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